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audio fingerprint is based on the same detection and filtering system as one of the
most popular drum replacement plugins on the market, drummer from loopmasters.
it is completely flexible, allowing you to pick and mix the exact parts of the original

drum sounds you want to use from the addictive drums library. it also supports
triggering and quantisation, so you can automate this process and use it on any

drum in your set. many of the kits and kitsets are made up of multiple drum sounds,
but you can also mix and match single drum sounds into any kit. as mentioned

above, each module type has its own pros and cons, but all have been recorded to
be compatible with addictive drums. addictive drums 2 combines high-quality drums,
accurate rhythm, and all the tools you need to create and mix your best sounds ever.
you can drag and drop your favorite sounds directly from the browser to the timeline.

you can also mix and match sounds from different kits, or add your own. addictive
drums 2 also includes a number of professional drummers and producers who have
created their own custom kits for the sound of your music. addictive drums 2 makes

it easy to get your perfect drum track with all the drums you need in one place.
choose from over 300 professionally-recorded kits, or start with our three ready-to-
use kits, each with its own set of sounds and features. addictive drums 2 includes a

library of over 900 drum sounds from the world's most famous drummers, plus a
collection of 500 drum presets, including 192- and 512-sample kits, all expertly

created by drummers who know what sounds great. addictive drums 2 includes two
powerful mixing programs that let you mix your own drum tracks. you can also load,

mix, and edit existing drum tracks from any daw with ease.
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when creating a drum kit you start by scanning a sequence of drums, kicking off in a
variety of 'plastics'. each plastic can contain a range of templates for different

sounds, either snares, toms, etc. you can create as many plastics as you like, and
you can store as many 'plastic kits' as you want. xln lets you store up to 400 drum
pieces of your own, or use the curated kits from xln's built-in template library. the
drum kit you create is broken down into a set of plastic drum kits, which can each
contain a drum kit (such as snares, toms, bass drums, etc). each kit consists of a
particular drum kit, a set of drums (kick, snare, hi-hats, etc) and a set of cymbals.

each kit can have a certain amount of decay length for each drum (usually 50ms to
200ms), a certain number of rattles, and a certain number of pitches (usually 50hz to

1000hz). these are set in the kit definition when the kit is made, and should be left
alone unless you are testing out different kit combinations. if you need to change a
kit definition, simply create a new kit definition (and xla is smart enough to make
sure the decay settings, etc. are all the same). one of the biggest innovations with
addictive drums is its tactile transformer keys. the transformer module takes the

incoming notes and uses hidden software to generate a series of high- and low-level
notes at different frequencies in the kit. by setting a shape to different axes of the

waveform, you can take a basic set of drum hits and build a bridge from low
frequency solid hits, to high frequency rattles and plucks, and back to more subtle

rim and toms sounds. the shapes in addictive drums are equivalent to the
articulations (normal, half-cut, swallow, etc) in realdrums3, and yet the sound quality

and duration are much better. 5ec8ef588b
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